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may want to assert that every message reeived was previously sent. Suh properties of systemsare alled safety properties. Intuitively, a property  is a safety property if every violation of  ours after a �nite exeution of the system. In our example, if in a omputation of the systema message is reeived without previously being sent, this ours after some �nite exeution ofthe system.In order to formally de�ne what safety properties are, we refer to omputations of a nonter-minating system as in�nite words over an alphabet �. Typially, � = 2AP , where AP is the setof the system's atomi propositions. Consider a language L of in�nite words over �. A �niteword x over � is a bad pre�x for L i� for all in�nite words y over �, the onatenation x � y ofx and y is not in L. Thus, a bad pre�x for L is a �nite word that annot be extended to anin�nite word in L. A language L is a safety language if every word not in L has a �nite badpre�x. For example, if � = f0; 1g, then L = f0!; 1!g is a safety language. To see this, note thatevery word not in L ontains either the sequene 01 or the sequene 10, and a pre�x that ends inone of these sequenes annot be extended to a word in L. The de�nition of safety we onsiderhere is given in [AS85℄, it oinides with the de�nition of limit losure de�ned in [Eme83℄, andis di�erent from the de�nition in [Lam85℄, whih also refers to the property being losed understuttering.Linear properties of nonterminating systems are often spei�ed using B�uhi automata onin�nite words or linear temporal logi (LTL) formulas. We say that an automaton A is a safetyautomaton if it reognizes a safety language. Similarly, an LTL formula is a safety formula ifthe set of omputations that satisfy it form a safety language. Sistla shows that the problemof determining whether a nondeterministi B�uhi automaton or an LTL formula are safety isPSPACE-omplete [Sis94℄ (see also [AS87℄). On the other hand, when the B�uhi automaton isdeterministi, the problem an be solved in linear time [MP92℄. Sistla also desribes suÆientsyntati requirements for safe LTL formulas. For example, a formula (in positive normal form)whose only temporal operators are G (always) and X (next), is a safety formula [Sis94℄. Supposethat we want to verify the orretness of a system with respet to a safety property. Can weuse the fat that the property is known to be a safety property in order to improve generalveri�ation methods? The positive answer to this question is the subjet of this paper.Muh previous work on veri�ation of safety properties follow the proof-based approah toveri�ation [Fra92℄. In the proof-based approah, the system is annotated with assertions, andproof rules are used to verify the assertions. In partiular, Manna and Pnueli onsider veri�ationof reative systems with respet to safety properties in [MP92, MP95℄. The de�nition of safetyformulas onsidered in [MP92, MP95℄ is syntati: a safety formula is a formula of the formG' where ' is a past formula. The syntati de�nition is equivalent to the de�nition disussedhere [MP92℄. Proof-based methods are also known for the veri�ation of liveness properties[OL82℄, whih assert that the system eventually reahes some good set of states. While proof-rule approahes are less sensitive to the size of the state spae of the system, they require aheavy user support. Our work here onsiders the state-exploration approah to veri�ation,2



where automati model heking [CE81, QS81℄ is performed in order to verify the orretness ofa system with respet to a spei�ation. Previous work in this subjet onsiders speial asesof safety and liveness properties suh as invariane heking [GW91, MM92, Val93, MR97℄, orassume that a general safety property is given by the set of its bad pre�xes [GW91℄.General methods for model heking of linear properties are based on a onstrution of atableau or an automaton A: that aepts exatly all the in�nite omputations that violate theproperty  [LP85, VW94℄. Given a system M and a property  , veri�ation of M with respetto  is redued to heking the emptiness of the produt of M and A: [VW86a℄. This hekan be performed on-the-y and symbolially [CVWY92, GPVW95, TBK95℄. When  is anLTL formula, the size of A is exponential in the length of  , and the omplexity of veri�ationthat follows is PSPACE, with a mathing lower bound [SC85℄.Consider a safety property  . Let pref ( ) denote the set of all bad pre�xes for  . For exam-ple, pref (Gp) ontains all �nite words that have a position in whih p does not hold. Reall thatevery omputation that violates  has a pre�x in pref ( ). We say that an automaton on �nitewords is tight for a safety property  if it reognizes pref ( ). Sine every system that violates  has a omputation with a pre�x in pref ( ), an automaton tight for  is pratially more helpfulthan A: . Indeed, reasoning about automata on �nite words is easier than reasoning aboutautomata on in�nite words (f. [HKSV97℄). In partiular, when the words are �nite, we anuse bakward or forward symboli reahability analysis [BCM+92, IN97℄. In addition, using anautomaton for bad pre�xes, we an return to the user a �nite error trae, whih is a bad pre�x,and whih is often more helpful than an in�nite error trae.Given a safety property  , we onstrut an automaton tight for  . We show that theonstrution involves an exponential blow-up in the ase  is given as a nondeterministi B�uhiautomaton, and involves a doubly-exponential blow-up in the ase  is given in LTL. Theseresults are surprising, as they indiate that detetion of bad pre�xes with a nondeterministiautomaton has the avor of determinization. The tight automata we onstrut are indeeddeterministi. Nevertheless, our onstrution avoids the diÆult determinization of the B�uhiautomaton for  (f. [Saf88℄) and just uses a subset onstrution.Our onstrution of tight automata redues the problem of veri�ation of safety propertiesto the problem of invariane heking [Fra92, MP92℄. Indeed, one we take the produt of atight automaton with the system, we only have to hek that we never reah an aepting stateof the tight automaton. Invariane heking is amenable to both model heking tehniques[BCM+92, IN97℄ and dedutive veri�ation tehniques [BM83, SOR93, MAB+94℄. In pratie,the veri�ed systems are often very large, and even lever symboli methods annot ope with thestate-explosion problem that model heking faes. The way we onstrut tight automata alsoenables, in ase the BDDs onstruted during the symboli reahability test get too large, ananalysis of the intermediate data that has been olleted. The analysis an lead to a onlusionthat the system does not satisfy the property without further traversal of the system.In view of the disouraging blow-ups desribed above, we release the requirement on tight3



automata and seek, instead, an automaton that need not aept all the bad pre�xes, yet mustaept at least one bad pre�x of every omputation that does not satisfy  . We say that suhan automaton is �ne for  . For example, an automaton that reognizes p� � (:p) � (p _:p) doesnot aept all the words in pref (Gp), yet is �ne for Gp. In pratie, almost all the bene�t thatone obtain from a tight automaton an also be obtained from a �ne automaton. We show thatfor natural safety formulas  , the onstrution of an automaton �ne for  is as easy as theonstrution of A .To formalize the notion of \natural safety formulas", onsider the safety LTL formula  =G(p_ (Xq ^X:q)). A single state in whih p does not hold is a bad pre�x for  . Nevertheless,this pre�x does not tell the whole story about the violation of  . Indeed, the latter dependson the fat that Xq ^ X:q is unsatis�able, whih (espeially in more ompliated examples),may not be trivially notied by the user. So, while some bad pre�xes are informative, namely,they tell the whole violation story, other bad pre�xes may not be informative, and some userintelligene is required in order to understand why they are bad pre�xes (the formal de�nition ofinformative pre�xes is similar to the semantis of LTL over �nite omputations in whih Xtruedoes not hold in the �nal position).The notion of informative pre�xes is the base for a lassi�ation of safety properties intothree distint safety levels. A property is intentionally safe if all its bad pre�xes are informative.For example, the formula Gp is intentionally safe. A property  is aidentally safe if everyomputation that violates  has an informative bad pre�x. For example, the formulaG(p_(Xq^X:q)) is aidentally safe. Finally, a property  is pathologially safe if there is a omputationthat violates  and has no informative bad pre�x. For example, the formula [G(q _ GFp) ^G(r _GF:p)℄ _Gq _Gr is pathologially safe. While intentionally safe properties are natural,aidentally safe and espeially pathologially safe properties ontain some redundany and wedo not expet to see them often in pratie. We show that the automaton A: , whih aeptsexatly all in�nite omputations that violate  , an easily (and with no blow-up) be modi�edto an automaton Atrue: on �nite words, whih is tight for  that is intentionally safe, and is �nefor  that is aidentally safe.We suggest a veri�ation methodology that is based on the above observations. Given asystemM and a safety formula  , we �rst onstrut the automaton Atrue: , regardless of the typeof  . If the intersetion of M and Atrue: is not empty, we get an error trae. Sine Atrue: runson �nite words, nonemptiness an be heked using forward reahability symboli methods.If the produt is empty, then, as Atrue: is tight for intentionally safe formulas and is �ne foraidentally safe formulas, there may be two reasons for this. One, is that M satis�es  , andthe seond is that  is pathologially safe. To distinguish between these two ases, we hekwhether  is pathologially safe. This hek requires spae polynomial in the length of  . If  is pathologially safe, we turn the user's attention to the fat that his spei�ation is needlesslyompliated. Aording to the user's preferene, we then either onstrut an automaton tightfor  , proeed with usual LTL veri�ation, or wait for an alternative spei�ation.4



So far, we disussed safety properties in the linear paradigm. One an also de�ne safety inthe branhing paradigm. Then, a property, whih desribes trees, is a safety property if everytree that violates it has a �nite pre�x all whose extensions violate the property as well. Wede�ne safety in the branhing paradigm and show that the problems of determining whethera CTL or a universal CTL formula is safety are EXPTIME-omplete and PSPACE-omplete,respetively. Given the linear omplexity of CTL model heking, it is not lear yet whethersafety is a helpful notion for the branhing paradigm. On the other hand, we show that safetyis a helpful notion for the assume-guarantee paradigm, where safety of either the assumption orthe guarantee is suÆient to improve general veri�ation methods.2 Preliminaries2.1 Linear temporal logiThe logi LTL is a linear temporal logi. Formulas of LTL are onstruted from a set AP ofatomi propositions using the usual Boolean operators and the temporal operators X (\nexttime"), U (\until"), and V (\duality of until"). Formally, given a set AP , an LTL formula in apositive normal form is de�ned as follows:� true, false, p, or :p, for p 2 AP .�  1 _  2,  1 ^  2, X 1,  1U 2, or  1V  2, where  1 and  2 are LTL formulas.For an LTL formula  , we use l( ) to denote the losure of  , namely, the set of  'ssubformulas. We de�ne the semantis of LTL with respet to a omputation � = �0; �1; �2; : : :,where for every j � 0, �j is a subset of AP , denoting the set of atomi propositions that holdin the j's position of �. We denote the suÆx �j; �j+1; : : : of � by �j. We use � j=  to indiatethat an LTL formula  holds in the path �. The relation j= is indutively de�ned as follows:� For all �, we have that � j= true and � 6j= false.� For an atomi proposition p 2 AP , � j= p i� p 2 �0 and � j= :p i� p 62 �0 and� � j=  1 _  2 i� � j=  1 or � j=  2.� � j=  1 ^  2 i� � j=  1 and � j=  2.� � j= X 1 i� �1 j=  1.� � j=  1U 2 i� there exists k � 0 suh that �k j=  2 and �i j=  1 for all 0 � i < k.� � j=  1V  2 i� for all k � 0, if �k 6j=  2, then there is 0 � i < k suh that �i j=  1.5



Often, we interpret linear temporal logi formulas over a system with many omputations.Formally, a system is M = hAP;W;R;W0; Li, where W is the set of states, R � W �W is atotal transition relation (that is, for every w 2 W , there is at least one w0 suh that R(w;w0),the set W0 is a set of initial states, and L : W ! 2AP maps eah state to the sets of atomipropositions that hold in it. A omputation of M is a sequene w0; w1; : : : suh that w0 2 W0and for all i � 0 we have R(wi; wi+1).The model-heking problem for LTL is to determine, given an LTL formula  and a systemM , whether all the omputations ofM satisfy  . The problem is known to be PSPACE-omplete[SC85℄.2.2 Safety languages and formulasConsider a language L � �! of in�nite words over the alphabet �. A �nite word x 2 �� is a badpre�x for L i� for all y 2 �!, we have x � y 62 L. Thus, a bad pre�x is a �nite word that annotbe extended to an in�nite word in L. Note that if x is a bad pre�x, then all the �nite extensionsof x are also bad pre�xes. We say that a bad pre�x x is minimal i� all the strit pre�xes ofx are not bad. A language L is a safety language i� every w 62 L has a �nite bad pre�x. Fora safety language L, we denote by pref (L) the set of all bad pre�xes for L. We say that a setX � pref (L) is a trap for a safety language L i� every word w 62 L has at least one bad pre�x inX. Thus, while X need not ontain all the bad pre�xes for L, it must ontain suÆiently manypre�xes to \trap" all the words not in L. We denote all the traps for L by trap(L).For a language L � �!, we use omp(L) to denote the omplement of L; i.e., omp(L) =�! nL. We say that a language L � �! is a o-safety language i� omp(L) is a safety language.(The term used in [MP92℄ is guarantee language.) Equivalently, L is o-safety i� every w 2 Lhas a good pre�x x 2 �� suh that for all y 2 �!, we have x � y 2 L. For a o-safety language L,we denote by o-pref (L) the set of good pre�xes for L. Note that o-pref (L) = pref (omp(L)).For an LTL formula  over a set AP of atomi propositions, let k k denote the set ofomputations in (2AP )! that satisfy  . We say that  is a safety formula i� k k is a safetylanguage. Also,  is a o-safety formula i� k k is a o-safety language or, equivalently, k: k isa safety language.2.3 Word automataGiven an alphabet �, an in�nite word over � is an in�nite sequene w = �1 � �2 � � � of lettersin �. We denote by wl the suÆx �l � �l+1 � �l+2 � � � of w. For a given set X, let B+(X) bethe set of positive Boolean formulas over X (i.e., Boolean formulas built from elements in Xusing ^ and _), where we also allow the formulas true and false. For Y � X, we say that Ysatis�es a formula � 2 B+(X) i� the truth assignment that assigns true to the members of Yand assigns false to the members of X nY satis�es �. For example, the sets fq1; q3g and fq2; q3gboth satisfy the formula (q1 _ q2) ^ q3, while the set fq1; q2g does not satisfy this formula. The6



transition funtion � : Q � � ! 2Q of a nondeterministi automaton with state spae Q andalphabet � an be represented using B+(Q). For example, a transition �(q; �) = fq1; q2; q3g anbe written as �(q; �) = q1 _ q2 _ q3. While transitions of nondeterministi automata orrespondto disjuntions, transitions of alternating automata an be arbitrary formulas in B+(Q). Wean have, for instane, a transition Æ(q; �) = (q1 ^ q2) _ (q3 ^ q4), meaning that the automatonaepts from state q a suÆx wl, starting by �, of w, if it aepts wl+1 from both q1 and q2 orfrom both q3 and q4. Suh a transition ombines existential and universal hoies.Formally, an alternating automaton on in�nite words is A = h�; Q; Æ;Q0; F i, where � is theinput alphabet, Q is a �nite set of states, Æ : Q��! B+(Q) is a transition funtion, Q0 � Q isa set of initial states, and F � Q is a set of aepting states. While a run of a nondeterministiautomaton over a word w an be viewed as a funtion r : IN ! Q, a run of an alternatingautomaton on w is a tree whose nodes are labeled by states in Q. Formally, a tree is a nonemptyset T � IN�, where for every x �  2 T with x 2 IN� and  2 IN, we have x 2 T . The elements ofT are alled nodes, and the empty word " is the root of T . For every x 2 T , the nodes x �  2 Twhere  2 IN are the hildren of x. A node with no hildren is a leaf . A path � of a tree T is aset � � T suh that " 2 � and for every x 2 �, either x is a leaf, or there exists a unique  2 INsuh that x �  2 �. Given a �nite set �, a �-labeled tree is a pair hT; V i where T is a tree andV : T ! � maps eah node of T to a letter in �. A run of A on an in�nite word w = �1 � �2 � � �is a Q-labeled tree hTr; ri with Tr � IN� suh that r(") 2 Q0 and for every node x 2 Tr withÆ(r(x); �jxj+1) = �, there is a (possibly empty) set S = fq1; : : : ; qkg suh that S satis�es � and forall 1 �  � k, we have x �  2 Tr and r(x � ) = q. For example, if Æ(qin; �0) = (q1_q2)^ (q3_q4),then possible runs of A on w have a root labeled qin, have one node in level 1 labeled q1 or q2,and have another node in level 1 labeled q3 or q4. Note that if for some y the funtion Æ has thevalue true, then y need not have suessors. Also, Æ an never have the value false in a run. Fora run r and an in�nite path � � Tr, let inf(rj�) denote the set of states that r visits in�nitelyoften along �. That is, inf(rj�) = fq 2 Q : for in�nitely many x 2 �;we have r(x) = qg: As Qis �nite, it is guaranteed that inf(rj�) 6= ;. When A is a B�uhi automaton on in�nite words,the run r is aepting i� inf(rj�) \ F 6= ; for all in�nite path in Tr. That is, i� every path inthe run visits at least one state in F in�nitely often.The automaton A an also run on �nite words in ��. A run of A on a �nite word w = �1 � � � �nis a Q-labeled tree hTr; ri with Tr � IN�n, where IN�n is the set of all words of length at mostn over the alphabet IN. The run proeeds exatly like a run on an in�nite word, only that allthe nodes of level n in Tr are leaves. A run hTr; ri is aepting i� all its nodes of level n visitaepting states. Thus, if for all nodes x 2 Tr \ INn, we have r(x) 2 F .A word (either �nite or in�nite) is aepted by A i� there exists an aepting run on it.Note that while onjuntions in the transition funtion of A are reeted in branhes of hTr; ri,disjuntions are reeted in the fat we an have many runs on the same word. The language ofA, denoted L(A), is the set of words that A aepts. As we already mentioned, deterministi andnondeterministi automata an be viewed as speial ases of alternating automata. Formally,7



an alternating automaton is deterministi if for all q and �, we have Æ(q; �) 2 Q [ ffalseg, andit is nondeterministi if Æ(q; �) is always a disjuntion over Q.We de�ne the size of an alternating automaton A = h�; Q; Æ;Q0; F i as the sum of jQj andjÆj, where jÆj is the sum of the lengths of the formulas in Æ. We say that the automaton Aover in�nite words is a safety (o-safety) automaton i� L(A) is a safety (o-safety) language.We use pref (A), o-pref (A), trap(A), and omp(A) to abbreviate pref (L(A)), o-pref (L(A)),trap(L(A)), and omp(L(A)), respetively. For an automaton A and a set of states S, wedenote by AS the automaton obtained from A by de�ning the set of initial states to be S. Wesay that an automaton A over in�nite words is universal i� L(A) = �!. When A runs on �nitewords, it is universal i� L(A) = ��. An automaton is empty if L(A) = ;. A state q 2 Q isnonempty if L(Afqg) 6= ;. A set S of states is universal (resp., rejeting), when AS is universal(resp., empty). Note that the universality problem for nondeterministi automata is known tobe PSPACE-omplete [MS72, Wol82℄.We an now state the basi result onerning the analysis of safety, whih generalizes Sistla'sresult [Sis94℄ onerning safety of LTL formulas.Theorem 2.1 Cheking whether an alternating B�uhi automaton is a safety (or a o-safety)automaton is PSPACE-omplete.Proof: Let A be a given alternating B�uhi automaton. There is an equivalent nondeterministiB�uhi automaton N , whose size is at most exponential in the size of A [MH84℄. We assumethat eah state in N aepts at least one word (otherwise, we an remove the state and simplifythe transitions relation). Let N loop be the automaton obtained from N by taking all states asaepting states. As shown in [AS87, Sis94℄, A is a safety automaton i� L(N loop) is ontainedin L(A). In order to hek the latter, we �rst onstrut from A a nondeterministi automaton~N suh that L( ~N ) = omp(A). To onstrut ~N , we �rst omplement A with a quadratiblow-up [KV97℄, and then translate the result (whih is an alternating B�uhi automaton) toa nondeterministi B�uhi automaton, whih involves an exponential blow up [MH84℄. Thus,the size of ~N is at most exponential in the size of A. Now, L(N loop) is ontained in L(A)i� the intersetion L(N loop) \ L( ~N) is empty. Sine the onstrutions desribed above an beperformed on the y, the emptiness of the intersetion an be heked in spae polynomial inthe size of A. The laim for o-safety follows sine, as noted, alternating B�uhi automata an beomplemented with a quadrati blow-up [KV97℄. The lower bound follows from Sistla's lowerbound for LTL [Sis94℄, sine LTL formulas an be translated to alternating B�uhi automatawith a linear blow-up (see Theorem 2.2).We note that the nonemptiness tests required by the algorithm an be performed using modelheking tools (f. [CVWY92, TBK95℄).
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2.4 Automata and temporal logiGiven an LTL formula  in positive normal form, one an build a nondeterministi B�uhiautomaton A suh that L(A ) = k k [VW94℄. The size of A is exponential in j j. It isshown in [KVW00, Var96℄ that when alternating automata are used, the translation of  to A as above involves only a linear blow up1 The translation of LTL formulas to alternating B�uhiautomata is going to be useful also for our methodology, and we desribe it below.Theorem 2.2 [KVW00, Var96℄ Given an LTL formula  , we an onstrut, in linear runningtime, an alternating B�uhi automaton A = h2AP ; l( ); Æ; f g; F i, suh that L(A ) = k k.Proof: The set F of aepting states onsists of all the formulas of the form '1V '2 in l( ).It remains to de�ne the transition funtion Æ. For all � 2 2AP , we de�ne:� Æ(true; �) = true. � Æ(false; �) = false.� Æ(p; �) = true if p 2 �. � Æ(p; �) = false if p 62 �.� Æ(:p; �) = true if p 62 �. � Æ(:p; �) = false if p 2 �.� Æ('1 ^ '2; �) = Æ('1; �) ^ Æ('2; �).� Æ('1 _ '2; �) = Æ('1; �) _ Æ('2; �).� Æ(X'; �) = '.� Æ('1U'2; �) = Æ('2; �) _ (Æ('1; �) ^ '1U'2).� Æ('1V '2; �) = Æ('2; �) ^ (Æ('1; �) _ '1V '2).Using the translation desribed in [MH84℄ from alternating B�uhi automata to nondetermin-isti B�uhi automata, we get:Corollary 2.3 [VW94℄ Given an LTL formula  , we an onstrut, in exponential runningtime, a nondeterministi B�uhi automaton N suh that L(N ) = k k.Combining Corollary 2.3 with Theorem 2.1, we get the following algorithm for heking safetyof an LTL formula  . The algorithm is essentially as desribed in [Sis94℄, rephrased somewhatto emphasize the usage of model heking.1. Construt the nondeterministi B�uhi automaton N = h2AP ; Q; Æ;Q0; F i.1The automaton A has linearly many states. Sine the alphabet of A is 2AP , whih may be exponential inthe formula, a transition funtion of a linear size involves an impliit representation.9



2. Use a model heker to ompute the set of nonempty states, eliminate all other states,and take all remaining states as aepting states. Let N loop = h2AP ; S; Æ; S0; Si be theresulting automaton. By Theorem 2.1,  is a safety formula i� kN loop k � kN k; thus allthe omputations aepted by N loop satisfy  .3. Convert N loop into a system M loop = hAP;S � 2AP ; R; S0 � 2AP ; Li, where the transitionrelation R = fh(s; �); (s0; �0)i : s0 2 Æ(s; �)g, and the labeling funtion is suh thatL(s; �) = �. Thus, the system M loop has exatly all the omputations aepted by N loop .4. Use a model heker to verify that M loop j=  .3 Deteting Bad Pre�xesLinear properties of nonterminating systems are often spei�ed using automata on in�nite wordsor linear temporal logi (LTL) formulas. Given an LTL formula  , one an build a nondetermin-isti B�uhi automaton A that reognizes k k. The size of A is, in the worst ase, exponentialin  [GPVW95, VW94℄. In pratie, when given a property that happens to be safe, what wewant is an automaton on �nite words that detets bad pre�xes. As we disuss in the introdu-tion, suh an automaton is easier to reason about. In this setion we onstrut, from a givensafety property, an automaton for its bad pre�xes.We �rst study the ase where the property is given by a nondeterministi B�uhi automaton.When the given automaton A is deterministi, the onstrution of an automaton A0 for pref (A) isstraightforward. Indeed, we an obtainA0 fromA by de�ning the set of aepting states to be theset of states s for whihAs is empty. Theorem 3.1 below shows that whenA is a nondeterministiautomaton, things are not that simple. While we an avoid a diÆult determinization of A(whih may also require an aeptane ondition that is stronger than B�uhi) [Saf88℄, we annotavoid an exponential blow-up.Theorem 3.1 Given a safety nondeterministi B�uhi automaton A of size n, the size of anautomaton that reognizes pref (A) is 2�(n).Proof: We start with the upper bound. Let A = h�; Q; Æ;Q0; F i. Reall that pref (L(A))ontains exatly all pre�xes x 2 �� suh that for all y 2 �!, we have x � y 62 L(A). Aordingly,the automaton for pref (A) aepts a pre�x x i� the set of states that A ould be in after reading xis rejeting. Formally, we de�ne the (deterministi) automaton A0 = h�; 2Q; Æ0; fQ0g; F 0i, whereÆ0 and F 0 are as follows.� The transition funtion Æ0 follows the subset onstrution indued by Æ; that is, for everyS 2 2Q and � 2 �, we have Æ0(S; �) = Ws2S Æ(s; �).� The set of aepting states ontains all the rejeting sets of A.10



We now turn to the lower bound. Essentially, it follows from the fat that pref (A) refers towords that are not aepted by A, and hene, it has the avor of omplementation. Comple-menting a nondeterministi automaton on �nite words involves an exponential blow-up [MF71℄.In fat, one an onstrut a nondeterministi automaton A = h�; Q; Æ;Q0; Qi, in whih all statesare aepting, suh that the smallest nondeterministi automaton that reognizes omp(A) has2�(jQj) states. (To see this, onsider the language Ln onsisting of all words w suh that eitherjwj < 2n or w = uvz, where juj = jvj = n and u 6= v.) Given A as above, let A0 be A whenregarded as a B�uhi automaton on in�nite words. We laim that pref (A0) = omp(A). To seethis, note that sine all the states in A are aepting, a word w is rejeted by A i� all the runsof A on w get stuk while reading it, whih, as all the states in A0 are aepting, holds i� w isin pref (A0).We note that while onstruting the deterministi automaton A0, one an apply to it min-imization tehniques as used in the veri�ation tool Mona [Kla98℄. The lower bound in The-orem 3.1 is not surprising, as omplementation of nondeterministi automata involves an ex-ponential blow-up, and, as we demonstrate in the lower-bound proof, there is a tight relationbetween pref (A) and omp(A). We ould hope, therefore, that when properties are spei�edin a negative form (that is, they desribe the forbidden behaviors of the system) or are givenin LTL, whose formulas an be negated, detetion of bad pre�xes would not be harder thandetetion of bad omputations. In Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 we refute this hope.Theorem 3.2 Given a o-safety nondeterministi B�uhi automaton A of size n, the size of anautomaton that reognizes o-pref (L(A)) is 2�(n).Proof: The upper bound is similar to the one in Theorem 3.1, only that now we de�ne theset of aepting states in A0 as the set of all the universal sets of A. We prove a mathing lowerbound. For n � 1, let �n = f1; : : : ; n;&g. We de�ne Ln as the language of all words w 2 �!nsuh that w ontains at least one & and the letter after the �rst & is either & or it has alreadyappeared somewhere before the �rst &. The language Ln is a o-safety language. Indeed, eahword in Ln has a good pre�x (e.g., the one that ontains the �rst & and its suessor). Wean reognize Ln with a nondeterministi B�uhi automaton with O(n) states (the automatonguesses the letter that appears after the �rst &). Obvious good pre�xes for Ln are 12&&, 123&2,et. We an reognize these pre�xes with a nondeterministi automaton with O(n) states. ButLn also has some less obvious good pre�xes, like 1234 � � � n& (a permutation of 1 : : : n followedby &). These pre�xes are indeed good, as every suÆx we onatenate to them would start ineither & or a letter in f1; : : : ; ng that has appeared before the &. To reognize these pre�xes,a nondeterministi automaton needs to keep trak of subsets of f1; : : : ; ng, for whih it needs2n states. Consequently, a nondeterministi automaton for o-pref (Ln) must have at least 2nstates. 11



We now extend the proof of Theorem 3.2 to get a doubly-exponential lower bound for goingfrom a safety LTL formula to a nondeterministi automaton for its bad pre�xes. The ideais similar: while the proof in Theorem 3.2 uses the exponential lower bound for going fromnondeterministi to deterministi B�uhi automata, the proof for this ase is a variant of thedoubly exponential lower bound for going from LTL formulas to deterministi B�uhi automata[KV98℄. In order to prove the latter, [KV98℄ de�ne the language Ln � f0; 1;#;&g� byLn = ff0; 1;#g� �# � w �# � f0; 1;#g� �& � w : w 2 f0; 1gng:A word w is in Ln i� the suÆx of length n that omes after the single & in w appears somewherebefore the &. By [CKS81℄, the smallest deterministi automaton on �nite words that aeptsLn has at least 22n states (reahing the &, the automaton should remember the possible set ofwords in f0; 1gn that have appeared before). On the other hand, we an speify Ln with thefollowing LTL formula of length quadrati in n (we ignore here the tehnial fat that B�uhiautomata and LTL formulas desribe in�nite words).[(:&)U(& ^XG:&)℄ ^ F [# ^Xn+1# ^ ^1�i�n((Xi0 ^G(&! Xi0)) _ (Xi1 ^G(&! Xi1)))℄:Theorem 3.3 Given a safety LTL formula  of size n, the size of an automaton for pref ( )is 22O(n) and 22
(pn) .Proof: The upper bounds follows from the exponential translation of LTL formulas to non-deterministi B�uhi automata [VW94℄ and the exponential upper bound in Theorem 3.1. Forthe lower bound, we de�ne, for n � 1, the language L0n of in�nite words over f0; 1;#;&g whereevery word in L0n ontains at least one &, and after the �rst & either there is a word in f0; 1gnthat has appeared before, or there is no word in f0; 1gn (that is, there is at least one # or &in the �rst n positions after the �rst &). The language L0n is a o-safety language. As in theproof of Theorem 3.2, a pre�x of the form x& suh that x 2 f0; 1;#g� ontains all the words inf0; 1gn is a good pre�x, and a nondeterministi automaton needs 22n states to detet suh goodpre�xes. This makes the automaton for o-pref (L0n) doubly exponential. On the other hand,we an speify L0n with an LTL formula  n that is quadrati in n. The formula is similar to theone for Ln, only that it is satis�ed also by omputations in whih the �rst & is not followed bya word in f0; 1gn. Now, the LTL formula : n is a safety formula of size quadrati in n and thesize of the smallest nondeterministi B�uhi automaton for pref (: ) is 22n .In order to get the upper bound in Theorem 3.3, we applied the exponential onstrution inTheorem 3.1 to the exponential B�uhi automaton A for k k. The onstrution in Theorem 3.1is based on a subset onstrution for A , and it requires a hek for the universality of sets ofstates Q of A . Suh a hek orresponds to a validity hek for a DNF formula in whih eahdisjunt orresponds to a state in Q. While the size of the formula an be exponential in j j, thenumber of distint literals in the formula is at most linear in j j, implying the following lemma.12



Lemma 3.4 Consider an LTL formula  and its nondeterministi B�uhi automaton A . LetQ be a set of states of A . The universality problem for Q an be heked using spae polynomialin j j.Proof: Every state in A is assoiated with a set � of subformulas of  . A set Q of statesof A then orresponds to a set f�1; �2; : : : ; �kg of sets of subformulas. Let �i = f'i1; : : : ; 'ilig.The set Q is universal i� the LTL formula  Q = W1�i�k V1�j�li 'ij is valid. Though the formula Q may be exponentially longer than  , we an hek its validity in PSPACE. To do this, we�rst negate it and get the formula : Q = V1�i�k W1�j�li :'ij . Clearly,  Q is valid i� : Q isnot satis�able. But : Q is satis�able i� at least one onjuntion V1�i�k :'iji in the disjuntivenormal form of : Q is satis�able, where 1 � ji � li. Thus, to hek if : Q is satis�able wehave to enumerate all suh onjuntions and hek whether one is satis�able. Sine eah suhonjuntion is of polynomial size, as the number of literals is bounded by j j, the laim follows.Note that the satis�ability problem for LTL (and thus for all the :'iji 's) an be redued to thenonemptiness problem for nondeterministi B�uhi automata, and thus also to model heking[CVWY92, TBK95℄. In fat, the nondeterministi B�uhi automaton A onstruted in [VW94℄ontains all sets of subformulas of  as states. To run the universality test it suÆes to omputethe set of states ofA aepting some in�nite word. Then a onjuntion V1�i�k :'iji is satis�ablei� the set f:'1j1 ; : : : ;:'kjkg is ontained in suh a state.Given a safety formula  , we say that a nondeterministi automaton A over �nite wordsis tight for  i� L(A) = pref (k k). In view of the lower bounds proven above, a onstrutionof tight automata may be too expensive. We say that a nondeterministi automaton A over�nite words is �ne for  i� there exists X 2 trap(k k) suh that L(A) = X. Thus, a �neautomaton need not aept all the bad pre�xes, yet it must aept at least one bad pre�x ofevery omputation that does not satisfy  . In pratie, almost all the bene�t that one obtainfrom a tight automaton an also be obtained from a �ne automaton (we will get bak to thispoint in Setion 6). It is an open question whether there are feasible onstrutions of �neautomata for general safety formulas. In Setion 5 we show that for natural safety formulas  ,the onstrution of an automaton �ne for  is as easy as the onstrution of an automaton for  .4 Symboli Veri�ation of Safety PropertiesOur onstrution of tight automata redues the problem of veri�ation of safety properties to theproblem of invariane heking, whih is amenable to a large variety of tehniques. In partiular,bakward and forward symboli reahability analysis have proven to be e�etive tehniques forheking invariant properties on systems with large state spaes [BCM+92, IN97℄. In pratie,however, the veri�ed systems are often very large, and even lever symboli methods annot opewith the state-explosion problem that model heking faes. In this setion we desribe how the13



way we onstrut tight automata enables, in ase the BDDs onstruted during the symbolireahability test get too big, an analysis of the intermediate data that has been olleted. Theanalysis solves the model-heking problem without further traversal of the system.Consider a system M = hAP;W;R;W0; Li. Let �n(M) be an automaton that aepts all�nite omputations of M . Given  , let A: be the nondeterministi o-safety automaton for: , thus L(A: ) = k: k. In the proof of Theorem 3.2, we onstrut an automaton A0 suh thatL(A0) = pref ( ) by following the subset onstrution of A: and de�ning the set of aeptingstates to be the set of universal sets in A: . Then, one needs to verify the invariane thatthe produt �n(M) � A0 never reahes an aepting state of A0. In addition to forward andbakward symboli reahability analysis, one ould use a variety of reent tehniques for doingsemi-exhaustive reahability analysis [RS95, YSAA97℄, inluding standard simulation tehniques[LWA98℄. Also, one ould use bounded model-heking tehniques, in whih a redution to thepropositional satis�ability problem is used, to hek whether there is a path of bounded lengthfrom an initial state to an aepting state in �n(M) �A0 [BCC+99℄. Note, however, that if A0is doubly exponential in j j, the BDD representation of A0 will use exponentially (in j j) manyBoolean variables. It is oneivable, however, that due to the determinism of A0, suh a BDDwould have in pratie a not too large width, and therefore would be of a manageable size (seeSetion 6.2 for a related disussion.)Another approah is to apply forward reahability analysis to the produt M �A: of thesystem M and the automaton A: . Formally, let A: = h2AP ; Q; Æ;Q0; F i, and let M be asabove. The produt M � A: has state spae W � Q, and the suessors of a state hw; qiare all pairs hw0; q0i suh that R(w;w0) and q0 2 Æ(q; L(w)). Forward symboli methods usethe prediate post(S), whih, given a set of S of states (represented symbolially), returns thesuessor set of S, that is, the set of all states t suh that there is a transition from some statein S to t. Starting from the initial set S0 = W0 � Q0, forward symboli methods iterativelyonstrut, for i � 0, the set Si+1 = post(Si). One ould therefore say that this onstrutionimplements the subset onstrution dynamially, \on the y", during model heking, ratherthan statially, before model heking. The alulation the Si's proeeds symbolially, andthey are represented by BDDs. Doing so, forward symboli methods atually follow the subsetonstrution of M �A: . Indeed, for eah w 2 W , the set Qwi = fq : hw; qi 2 Sig is the set ofstates that A: that an be reahed via a path of length i in M from a state in W0 to the statew. Note that this set an be exponentially (in j j) large resulting possibly in a large BDD; onthe other hand, the number of Boolean variables used to represent A: is linear in j j. Moreexperimental work is needed to ompare the merit of the two approahes (i.e., stati vs. dynamisubset onstrution).The disussion above suggests the following tehnique for the ase we enounter spae prob-lems. Suppose that at some point the BDD for Si gets too big. We then hek whether thereis a state w suh that the set Qwi is universal. By Lemma 3.4, we an hek the universality ofQwi in spae polynomial in j j. Note that we do not need to enumerate all states w and then14



hek Qwi . We an enumerate diretly the sets Qwi , whose number is at most doubly exponentialin j j. (Repeatedly, selet a state w 2 W , analyze Qwi , and then remove all states u 2 W suhthat Qui = Qwi .) By Lemma 4.1, enountering a universal Qwi solves the model-heking problemwithout further traversal of the system.Lemma 4.1 If  is a safety formula, then M �A: is nonempty i� Qwi is universal for somew 2W and i > 0.Proof: Suppose Qwi is universal. Consider any in�nite trae y that starts in w. Sine Qwiis universal, there is some state q 2 Qwi suh that y is aepted by Aq: . In addition, by thede�nition of Si, there is a �nite trae x from some state in W0 to w suh that, reading x, theautomaton A: reahes q. Hene, the in�nite trae x � y does not satisfy  .Suppose now that M � A: is nonempty. Then there is an in�nite trae y of M that isaepted by A: . As  is a safety formula, y has a bad pre�x x of length i suh that Æ(Q0; x)is universal. If x ends in the state w, then Qwi is universal.Let j be the length of the shortest bad pre�x for  that exists inM . The diretion from leftto right in Lemma 4.1 an be strengthened, as the nonemptiness of M � A: implies that forevery i � j, there is w 2W for whih Qiw is universal. While we do not want to (and sometimewe annot) alulate j in advane, the stronger version gives more information on when andwhy the method we disuss above is not only sound but also omplete.Note that it is possible to use semi-exhaustive reahability tehniques also when analyzingM � A: . That is, instead of taking Si+1 to be post(Si) we an take it to be a subset S0i+1 ofpost(Si) [RS95, YSAA97℄. We have to ensure, however, that S0i+1 is saturated with respet tostates of A: [LWA98℄. Informally, we are allowed to drop states ofM from Si+1, but we are notallowed to drop states of A: . Formally, if hw; qi 2 S0i+1 and hw; q0i 2 Si+1, then hw; q0i 2 S0i+1(in other words, if some pair in whih the M -state element is w stays in the subset S0i+1 ofSi+1, then all the pairs in whih the M -state element is w should stay). This ensures that ifthe semi-exhaustive analysis follows a bad pre�x of length i in M , then Q0wi = fq : hw; qi 2 S0igis universal. In the extreme ase, we follow only one trae of M , i.e., we simulate M . In thatase, we have that S0i+1 = fwg �Q0wi . For related approahes see [CES97, ABG+00℄. Note thatwhile suh a simulation annot in general be performed for  that is not a safety formula, wean use it as a heuristi also for general formulas. We will get bak to this point in Remarks 5.3and 6.1.5 Classi�ation of Safety PropertiesConsider the safety LTL formula Gp. A bad pre�x x for Gp must ontain a state in whih pdoes not hold. If the user gets x as an error trae, he an immediately understand why Gp is15



violated. Consider now the LTL formula  = G(p _ (Xq ^X:q)). The formula  is equivalentto Gp and is therefore a safety formula. Moreover, the set of bad pre�xes for  and Gp oinide.Nevertheless, a minimal bad pre�x for  (e.g., a single state in whih p does not hold) doesnot tell the whole story about the violation of  . Indeed, the latter depends on the fat thatXq^X:q is unsatis�able, whih (espeially in more ompliated examples), may not be triviallynotied by the user. This intuition, of a pre�x that \tells the whole story", is the base for alassi�ation of safety properties into three distint safety levels. We �rst formalize this intuitionin terms of informative pre�xes. Reall that we assume that LTL formulas are given in positivenormal form, where negation is applied only to propositions (when we write : , we refer to itspositive normal form).For an LTL formula  and a �nite omputation � = �1 � �2 � � � �n, with �i 2 2AP , we saythat � is informative for  i� there exists a mapping L : f1; : : : ; n+ 1g ! 2l(: ) suh that thefollowing hold:(1) : 2 L(1).(2) L(n+ 1) is empty.(3) For all 1 � i � n and ' 2 L(i), the following hold.� If ' is a propositional assertion, it is satis�ed by �i.� If ' = '1 _ '2 then '1 2 L(i) or '2 2 L(i).� If ' = '1 ^ '2 then '1 2 L(i) and '2 2 L(i).� If ' = X'1, then '1 2 L(i+ 1).� If ' = '1U'2, then '2 2 L(i) or ['1 2 L(i) and '1U'2 2 L(i+ 1)℄.� If ' = '1V '2, then '2 2 L(i) and ['1 2 L(i) or '1V '2 2 L(i+ 1)℄.If � is informative for  , the existing mapping L is alled the witness for : in �. Notethat the emptiness of L(n+1) guarantees that all the requirements imposed by : are ful�lledalong �. For example, while the �nite omputation fpg � ; is informative for Gp (e.g., with awitness L for whih L(1) = fF:pg,L(2) = fF:p;:pg, and L(3) = ;), it is not informative for = G(p _ (Xq ^ X:q)). Indeed, as : = F (:p ^ (X:q _ Xq)), an informative pre�x for  must ontain at least one state after the �rst state in whih :p holds.Theorem 5.1 Given an LTL formula  and a �nite omputation � of length n, the problem ofdeiding whether � is informative for  an be solved in time O(n � j j).Proof: Intuitively, sine � has no branhes, deiding whether � is informative for  an proeedsimilarly to CTL model heking. Given  and � = �1 � �2 � � � �n, we onstrut a mappingLmax : f1; : : : ; ng ! 2l(: ) suh that Lmax(i) ontains exatly all the formulas :' 2 l(: ) suhthat the suÆx �i; : : : ; �n is informative for '. Then, � is informative for  i� : 2 Lmax(1). The16



onstrution of Lmax proeeds in a bottom-up manner. Initially Lmax(i) = ; for all 1 � i � n.Then, for eah 1 � i � n, we insert to Lmax(i) all the propositional assertions in l(: ) thatare satis�ed by �i. Then, we proeed by indution on the struture of the formula, insertinga subformula ' to Lmax(i) i� the onditions from item (3) above are satis�ed for it, takingLmax(n + 1) = ;. In order to ope with the irular dependeny in the onditions for ' of theforms '1U'2 and '1V '2, insertion of formulas proeeds from Lmax(n) to Lmax(1). Thus, forexample, the formula '1 _ '2 is added to Lmax(i) i� '1 2 Lmax(i) or '2 2 Lmax(i), the formulaX'1 is added to Lmax(i) i� '1 2 Lmax(i + 1) (thus, Lmax(n) ontains no formulas of the formX'1), and the formula '1U'2 is added to Lmax(i) i� '2 2 Lmax(i) or both '1 2 Lmax(i) and'1U'2 2 Lmax(i + 1) (reall that we insert '1U'2 to Lmax(i + 1), if appropriate, before weexamine the insertion of '1U'2 to Lmax(i)). We have at most j j subformulas to examine, eahof whih requires time linear in n, thus the overall omplexity is O(n � j j).Remark 5.2 A very similar argument shows that one an hek in linear running time whetheran in�nite omputation �, represented as a pre�x followed by a yle, satis�es an LTL formula  .Remark 5.3 Clearly, if an in�nite omputation � has a pre�x � informative for  , then � doesnot satisfy  . On the other hand, it may be that � does not satisfy  and all the pre�xes of �up to a ertain length (say, the length where the BDDs desribed in Setion 4 explode) are notinformative. Hene, in pratie, one may want to apply the hek in Theorem 5.1 to both  and : . Then, one would get one of the following answers: fail (a pre�x that is informative for exists, hene � does not satisfy  ), pass (a pre�x that is informative for : exists, hene �satis�es  ), and undetermined (neither pre�xes were found). Note that the above methodologyis independent of  being a safety property.We now use the notion of informative pre�x in order to distinguish between three types ofsafety formulas.� A safety formula  is intentionally safe i� all the bad pre�xes for  are informative. Forexample, the formula Gp is intentionally safe.� A safety formula  is aidentally safe i� not all the bad pre�xes for  are informative,but every omputation that violates  has an informative bad pre�x. For example, theformulas G(q _XGp) ^G(r _XG:p) and G(p _ (Xq ^X:q)) are aidentally safe.� A safety formula  is pathologially safe if there is a omputation that violates  and hasno informative bad pre�x. For example, the formula [G(q_FGp)^G(r_FG:p)℄_Gq_Gris pathologially safe.Sistla has shown that all temporal formulas in positive normal form onstruted with thetemporal onnetives X and V are safety formulas [Sis94℄. We all suh formulas syntatiallysafe. The following strengthens Sistla's result.17



Theorem 5.4 If  is syntatially safe, then  is intentionally or aidentally safe.Proof: Let  be a syntatially safe formula. Then, the only temporal operators in : are Xand U . Consider a omputation � = �1 � �2 � � � that satis�es : . Sine � satis�es : , then, bythe semantis of LTL, there is a mapping L : IN! 2l(: ) suh that onditions (1) and (3) for awitness mapping hold for L (with n =1), and there is i 2 IN suh that L(i+ 1) is empty. Thepre�x �1 � � � �i of � is then informative for  . It follows that every omputation that violates  has a pre�x informative for  , thus  is intentionally or aidentally safe.As desribed in Setion 2.4, given an LTL formula  in positive normal form, one an buildan alternating B�uhi automaton A = h2AP ; 2l( ); Æ;  ; F i suh that L(A ) = k k. Essentially,eah state of L(A ) orresponds to a subformula of  , and its transitions follow the semantisof LTL. We de�ne the alternating B�uhi automaton Atrue = h2AP ; 2l( ); Æ;  ; ;i by rede�ningthe set of aepting states to be the empty set. So, while in A a opy of the automatonmay aept by either reahing a state from whih it proeed to true or visiting states of theform '1V '2 in�nitely often, in Atrue all opies must reah a state from whih they proeed totrue. Aordingly, Atrue aepts exatly these omputations that have a �nite pre�x that isinformative for  . To see this, note that suh omputations an be aepted by a run of A in whih all the opies eventually reah a state that is assoiated with propositional assertionsthat are satis�ed. Now, let �n(Atrue ) be Atrue when regarded as an automaton on �nite words.Theorem 5.5 For every safety formula  , the automaton �n(Atrue: ) aepts exatly all thepre�xes that are informative for  .Proof: Assume �rst that � = �1 � � � �n is a pre�x informative for  in �. Then, there isa witness mapping L : f1; : : : ; ng ! 2l(: ) for : in �. The witness L indues a run r of�n(Atrue: ). Formally, the set of states that r visits when it reads the suÆx �i of � oinideswith L(i). By the de�nition of a witness mapping, all the states q that r visits when it reads �nsatisfy Æ(q; �n) = true. therefore, r is aepting.The other diretion is similar, thus every aepting run of �n(Atrue: ) on � indues a witnessfor : in �.Corollary 5.6 Consider a safety formula  .1. If  is intentionally safe, then �n(Atrue: ) is tight for  .2. If  is aidentally safe, then �n(Atrue: ) is �ne for  .Theorem 5.7 Deiding whether a given formula is pathologially safe is PSPACE-omplete.18



Proof: Consider a formula  . Reall that the automaton Atrue aepts exatly these ompu-tations that have a �nite pre�x that is informative for  . Hene,  is not pathologially safe i�every omputation that does not satisfy  is aepted by Atrue: . Aordingly, heking whether is pathologially safe an be redued to heking the ontainment of L(A: ) in L(Atrue: ).Sine the size of A is linear in the length of  and ontainment for alternating B�uhi automataan be heked in polynomial spae [KV97℄, we are done.For the lower bound, we do a redution from the problem of deiding whether a given formulais a safety formula. Consider a formula  , and let p; q, and r be atomi propositions not in  .The formula ' = [G(q _FGp)^G(r_FG:p)℄_Gq_Gr is pathologially safe. It an be shownthat  is a safety formula i�  ^ ' is pathologially safe.Note that the lower bound in Theorem 5.7 implies that the reverse diretion of Theorem 5.4does not hold.Theorem 5.8 Deiding whether a given formula is intentionally safe is in EXPSPACE.Proof: Consider a formula  of size n. By Theorem 3.3, we an onstrut an automaton ofsize 22O(n) for pref ( ). By Theorem 5.5, �n(Atrue: ) aepts all the pre�xes that are informativefor  . Note that  is intentionally safe i� every pre�x in pref ( ) is an informative pre�x for . Thus, to hek that  is intentionally safe, one has to omplement �n(Atrue: ) and hekthat its intersetion with the automaton for pref ( ) is empty. A nondeterministi automatonthat omplements �n(Atrue: ) is exponential in n [MH84℄, and its produt with the automatonfor pref ( ) is doubly exponential in n. Sine emptiness an be heked in nondeterministilogarithmi spae, the laim follows.6 A Methodology6.1 Exploiting the lassi�ationIn Setion 5, we partitioned safety formulas into three safety levels and showed that for someformulas, we an irumvent the blow-up involved in onstruting a tight automaton for thebad pre�xes. In partiular, we showed that the automaton �n(Atrue: ), whih is linear in thelength of  , is tight for  that is intentionally safe and is �ne for  that is aidentally safe.In this setion we desribe a methodology for eÆient veri�ation of safety properties that isbased on these observations. Consider a system M and a safety LTL formula  . Let �n(M) bea nondeterministi automaton on �nite words that aepts the pre�xes of omputations of M ,and let U true: be the nondeterministi automaton on �nite words equivalent to the alternatingautomaton �n(Atrue: ) [CKS81℄. The size of U true: is exponential in the size of �n(Atrue: ), heneit is exponential in the length of  . Given M and  , we suggest to proeed as follows (seeFigure 1). 19



Instead of heking the emptiness of M � A: , veri�ation starts by heking �n(M) withrespet to U true: . Sine both automata refer to �nite words, this an be done using �nite forwardreahability analysis2. If the produt �n(M) � U true: is not empty, we return a word w in theintersetion, namely, a bad pre�x for  that is generated by M3. If the produt �n(M)� U true: is empty, then, as U true: is �ne for intentionally and aidentally safe formulas, there may betwo reasons for this. One, is that M satis�es  , and the seond is that  is pathologially safe.Therefore, we next hek whether  is pathologially safe. (Note that for syntatially safeformulas this hek is unneessary, by Theorem 5.4.) If  is not pathologially safe, we onludethat M satis�es  . Otherwise, we tell the user that his formula is pathologially safe, indiatingthat his spei�ation is needlessly ompliated (aidentally and pathologially safe formulasontain redundany). At this point, the user would probably be surprised that his formula wasa safety formula (if he had known it is safety, he would have simpli�ed it to an intentionallysafe formula4). If the user wishes to ontinue with this formula, we give up using the fatthat  is safety and proeed with usual LTL model heking, thus we hek the emptiness ofM �A: . (Reall that the symboli algorithm for emptiness of B�uhi automata is in the worstase quadrati [HKSV97, TBK95℄.) Note that at this point, the error trae that the user gets ifM does not satisfy  onsists of a pre�x and a yle, yet sine the user does not want to hangehis formula, he probably has no idea why it is a safety formula and a �nite non-informative errortrae would not help him. If the user prefers, or if M is very large (making the disovery of badyles infeasible), we an build an automaton for pref ( ), hoping that by learning it, the userwould understand how to simplify his formula or that, in spite of the potential blow-up in  ,�nite forward reahability would work better.2See Setion 6.2 for an alternative approah.3Note that sine  may not be intentionally safe, the automaton Utrue: may not be tight for  , thus while wis a minimal informative bad pre�x, it may not be a minimal bad pre�x.4An automati translation of pathologially safe formulas to intentionally safe formulas is an open problem.Suh a translation may proeed through the automaton for the formula's bad pre�xes, in whih ase it would benonelementary.
YM is orret Consult user

�n(M)� Utrue: ?= ;
M is inorret N YNReturn error trae Is  pathologially safe?

Figure 1: Veri�ation of safety formulas20



Remark 6.1 In fat, our methodology an be adjusted to formulas  that are not (or not knownto be) safety formulas, and it an often terminate with a helpful output for suh formulas. Aswith safety formulas, we start by heking the emptiness of �n(M) � U true: (note that U true: isde�ned also for formulas that are not safety). If the intersetion is not empty, it ontains an errortrae, and M is inorret. If the intersetion is empty, we hek whether  is an intentionallyor aidentally safe formula. If it is, we onlude that M is orret. Otherwise, we onsult theuser. Note also that by determinizing U true: , we an get a heker that an be used in simulation[ABG+00℄.6.2 On going bakwardsAs detailed above, given a system M and a safety formula  , our method starts by hekingwhether there is �nite pre�x of a omputation of M (a word aepted by �n(M)) that is aninformative bad pre�x for  (a word aepted by U true: ). Sine both �n(M) and U true: areautomata on �nite words, so is their produt, thus a searh for a word in their intersetion anbe done using �nite forward reahability analysis. In this setion we disuss another approahfor heking that no �nite pre�x of a omputation of M is an informative bad pre�x.We say that a nondeterministi automaton U = h�; Q; �;Q0; F i is reverse deterministi iffor every state q 2 Q and letter � 2 �, there is at most one state q0 2 Q suh that q 2 �(q0; �).Thus, given the urrent state of a run of U and the last letter read from the input, one andetermine the state visited before the urrent one. Let ��1 : Q � � ! 2Q denote the reversefuntion of �, thus ��1(q; �) = fq0 : q 2 �(q0; �)g. By the above, when U is reverse deterministi,all the sets in the range of ��1 are either empty or singletons. We extend ��1 to sets in thenatural way as follows. For a set Q0 � Q, we de�ne ��1(Q0; �) = fq0 : Q0 \ �(q0; �) 6= ;g; thus,��1(Q0; �) ontains all the states that may lead to some state in Q0 when the letter in the inputis �.Assume that we have a reverse deterministi �ne automaton U: for  ; thus U: aeptsexatly all the bad pre�xes informative for  . Consider the produt P = �n(M) � U: . LetP = h2AP ; S; �; S0; F i. Reall that M has a �nite pre�x of a omputation that is an informativebad pre�x i� P is nonempty; namely, there is a path in P from some state in S0 to some statein F . Eah state in P is a pair hw; qi of a state w of M and a state q of U: . We say that a setS0 � S of states of P isQ-homogeneous if there is some q 2 Q suh that S0 �W�fqg, whereW isthe state of states ofM ; that is, all the pairs in S0 agree on their seond element. For every statehw; qi and letter � 2 2AP , the set ��1(hw; qi; �) may ontain more than one state. Nevertheless,sine U: is reverse deterministi, the set ��1(hw; qi; �) is Q-homogeneous. Moreover, sineU: is reverse deterministi, then for every Q-homogeneous set S0 � S and for every � 2 2AP ,the set ��1(S0; �) is Q-homogeneous as well. Aordingly, if we start with some Q-homogeneousset and traverse P bakwards along one word in ��, we need to maintain only Q-homogeneoussets. In pratie, it means that instead of maintaining sets in 2W �2Q (whih is what we need todo in a forward traversal), we only have to maintain sets in 2W �Q. If we ondut a bakwards21



breadth-�rst searh starting from F , we ould hope that the sets maintained during the searhwould be smaller, though not neessarily homogeneous, due to the reverse determinism. Theabove suggests that when the �ne automaton for  is reverse deterministi, it may be usefulto hek the nonemptiness of P using a bakwards searh, starting from the �ne automaton'saepting states.The automaton U true: is de�ned by means of the alternating word automaton A: , and is notreverse deterministi. For example, if : = X(Xp_Xq)_X(Xq_Xr) then U true: an reah thestate q from both states Xp _Xq and Xq _Xr. Below we desribe a �ne reverse deterministiautomaton N: for  , of size exponential in the length of  . The automaton is based on thereverse deterministi automata de�ned in [VW94℄ for LTL. As in [VW94℄, eah state of theautomaton N: is assoiated with a set S of formulas in l(: ). When the automaton is ina state assoiated with S, it aepts exatly all in�nite words that satisfy all the formulas inS. Unlike the automata in [VW94℄, a state of N: that is assoiated with S imposes onlyrequirements on the formulas (these in S) that should be satis�ed, and imposes no requirementson formulas (these in l(: ) n S) that should not be satis�ed. This property is ruial for N: being �ne. When the automaton N: visits a state assoiated with the empty set, it has norequirements. Aordingly, we de�ne f;g to be the set of aepting states (note that the fatthat the set of aepting states is a singleton implies that in the produt P we an start withthe single Q-homogeneous set W � f;g).It is easy to de�ne N: formally in terms of its reverse deterministi funtion ��1. Considera state S � l(: ) of N: and a letter � 2 2AP . The single state S0 in ��1(S; �) is the maximalsubset of l(: ) suh that if a omputation � satis�es all the formulas in S0 and its �rst positionis labeled by �, then its suÆx �1 satis�es all the formulas in S. Formally, S0 ontains exatlyall the propositional assertion in l(: ) that are satis�ed by �, and for all formulas ' in l(: )for whih the following hold.� If ' = '1 _ '2, then ' 2 S0 i� '1 2 S0 or '2 2 S0.� If ' = '1 ^ '2, then ' 2 S0 i� '1 2 S0 and '2 2 S0.� If ' = X'1, then ' 2 S0 i� '1 2 S.� If ' = '1U'2, then ' 2 S0 i� '2 2 S0 or ['1 2 S0 and '1U'2 2 S℄.� If ' = '1V '2, then ' 2 S0 i� '2 2 S0 and ['1 2 S0 or '1V '2 2 S℄.It is easy to see that for every S and �, there is a single S0 that satis�es the above onditions.Also, a sequene of states in N: that starts with some S0 ontaining : and leads via the �niteomputation � = �1 � �2 � � � �n to Sn = ; indues a mapping showing that � is informative for . It follows that N: is a reverse deterministi �ne automaton for  .
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6.3 Safety in the assume-guarantee paradigmGiven a system M and two LTL formulas '1 and '2, the linear assume-guarantee spei�ationh'1iMh'2i holds i� for every systemM 0 suh that the ompositionMkM 0 satis�es (the assump-tion) '1, the omposition MkM 0 also satis�es (the guarantee) '2. Testing assume-guaranteespei�ations as above an be redued to LTL model heking. Indeed, it is not hard to seethat h'1iMh'2i i� M satis�es the LTL formula  = '1 ! '2. A system M satis�es  i� theintersetion M �A'1 satis�es '2.It may be that while  is not a safety formula, '1 is a safety formula. Then, by the proof ofTheorem 2.1, the analysis ofM �A'1 an ignore the fairness onditions of A'1 and an proeedwith model heking '2. (Note, however, that the systemM�A'1 may not be total, i.e., it mayhave dead-end states, whih need to be eliminated before model heking '2.) Suppose now that'2 is a safety formula, while '1 is not a safety formula. We an then proeed as follows. We�rst ignore the fairness ondition in M �A'1 and use the tehniques above to model hek thesafety formula '2. Suppose we found a bad pre�x that ends with the state hw; qi of M �A'1 .It remains to hek that hw; qi is a fair state, i.e., that there is a fair path starting from hw; qi.Instead of performing fair reahability analysis over the entire state spae of M �A'1 or on thereahable state spae of M � A'1 , it suÆes to perform this analysis on the set of states thatare reahable from hw; qi. This ould potentially be muh easier than doing full fair reahabilityanalysis.In onlusion, when reasoning about assume-guarantee spei�ations, it is useful to onsiderthe safety of the assumptions and the guarantee separately.6.4 Safety in the branhing paradigmConsider a binary tree T = f0; 1g�. A pre�x of T is a nonempty pre�x-losed subset of T . Fora labeled tree hT; V i and a pre�x P of T , a P -extension of hT; V i is a labeled tree hT; V 0i inwhih V and V 0 agree on the labels of the nodes in P . We say that a branhing formula  is asafety formula i� for every tree hT; V i that violates  , there exists a pre�x P suh that all theP -extensions of hT; V i violates  . The logi CTL is a branhing temporal logi. In CTL, everytemporal operator is preeded by a path quanti�er, E (\for some path") or A (\for all paths").Theorem 6.2 Given a CTL formula  , deiding whether  is a safety formula is EXPTIME-omplete.Proof: Sistla's algorithm for heking safety of LTL formulas [Sis94℄ an be adapted to thebranhing paradigm as follows. Consider a CTL formula  . Reall that  is not safe i� there isa tree that does not satisfy  and all of whose pre�xes have at least one extension that satis�es . Without loss of generality we an assume that the tree has a branhing degree boundedby d = j j [Eme90℄. Let Ad be a nondeterministi automaton for  ; thus Ad aepts exatly23



these d-ary trees that a satisfy  . We assume that eah state in Ad aepts at least one tree(otherwise, we an remove it and simplify the transitions relation). Let Ad;loop be the automatonobtained from Ad by taking all states to be aepting states. de�ning the set of aepting statesas the set of all states. Thus, Ad;loop aepts exatly all d-ary trees all of whose pre�xes thathave at least one extension aepted by A . Hene,  is not safety i� L(Aloop ) \ L(A: ) isnot empty. Sine the size of the automata is exponential in  and the nonemptiness hek isquadrati [VW86b℄, the EXPTIME upper bound follows.For the lower bound, we do a redution from CTL satis�ability. Given a CTL formula  , letp be a proposition not in  , and let ' =  ^AFp. We laim that ' is safe i�  is not satis�able.First, if  is not satis�able, then so is ', whih is therefore safe. For the other diretion assume,by way of ontradition, that ' is safe and  is satis�ed by some tree hT; V i. The tree hT; V i islabeled only by the propositions appearing in  . Let hT; V 0i be an extension of hT; V i that refersalso to the proposition p and labels T so that hT; V 0i violates AFp. Clearly, hT; V 0i does notsatisfy '. Sine ' is safe, hT; V 0i should have a bad pre�x P all of whose extensions violate '.Consider a P extension that agrees with hT; V i about the propositions in  and has a frontier ofp's. Suh a P -extension satis�es both  and AFp, ontraditing the fat that P is a bad pre�x.Using similar arguments, we prove the following theorem, showing that when we disablealternation between universal and existential quanti�ation in the formula, the problem is asomplex as in the linear paradigm.Theorem 6.3 Given an ACTL formula  , deiding whether  is a safety formula is PSPACE-omplete.Sine CTL and ACTL model heking an be ompleted in time linear [CES86℄, and an beperformed using symboli methods, a tree automaton of exponential size that detets �nite badpre�xes is not of muh help. On the other hand, perhaps safety ould o�er an advantage in thealternating-automata-theoreti framework of [KVW00℄. At this point, it is an open questionwhether safety is a useful notion in the branhing-time paradigm.AknowledgmentThe seond author is grateful to Avner Landver for stimulating disussions.Referenes[ABG+00℄ Y. Abarbanel, I. Beer, L. Gluhovsky, S. Keidar, and Y. Wolfstal. FoCs - automati generationof simulation hekers from formal spei�ations. In Computer Aided Veri�ation, Pro. 12thInt. Conferene, volume 1855 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 538{542. Springer-Verlag, 2000. 24
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